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About This Game

Ask not what this country can do for you

January, 1960. The US is deep in Cold War with Russia, and nuclear war seems eminent, when Benjamin Miller breaks into
CIA research facilities, stealing valuable Chemical Weapons research. Your mission: assassinate Miller and protect this

information from falling into enemy hands. What seems like a straight forward mission soon takes a dark turn as you learn the
truth behind Miller's motives.

Become part of the story in this thrilling interactive Room-Scale VR narrative, inspired by true events.

Features

The first in an episodic series.

Voice actors including Jason Douglas (The Walking Dead, Dragon Ball Super)
and Christopher Sabat (Dragon Ball series, One Piece)

Explore a fully immersive environment. What secrets will you uncover?
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Thought provoking story.

From the creators of the 360 VR film Imago.

Full support in English and Chinese.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: The Price of Freedom
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Construct Studio
Publisher:
Construct Studio Inc.
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2016
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English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The design and idea for steam punk is great, the control's make it a horrible decision...K to shoot for anyone wondering. Very
good game, if u like risk (the board game) has a few glitches on which can be anoyying. like crashes if you make certain moves
and also attacking your own army sometimes if you attack a place from multiple sides. also a few times stack of alot of troops
changed to the enemy side after the provenance which they where attacking from got attacked in the same pharse and lost.
. I need an english teacher!!!. The voice acting is bad. The writing is bad. The game play is incredibly limited. After having
played the game once, I feel I made less choices in the past hour than I think I have made in 5 minutes of any other game..
Needs More Improvements... And More Aim Sights!!!!!!!!!!. This is cool.. While this was a fun game back in the day, feeling of
a similar vein to Command and Conquer but with a sleeker, more realistic vibe. I can't recommend this, at least as a Steam
purchase due to the fact that the developer never updated it properly for systems beyond Windows XP.

While it is possible to get it to run on later OSs with some system tweaking or some "unofficial patches" created by fans, I find
it more trouble than it's worth and even with me implimenting these fixes the game still suffered major flaws, such as crashes
and ridiculously long loading times.

If you have Windows XP or don't mind tweaking around with obscure system settings which can potentionally render Windows
unoperable, then try your luck with this game. If not then play something else.. I wish it would give us more custom character
customization, and support for youtube. Not bad.. I'd like to just recommend this video, with out having to post a 
review..mkay?!
Let me know if that's possible.
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One of the ex-devs said that this game was not ready for release. I agree fully however I don't think this game has anything
worthy of downloading or playing.

Pros: It makes you appreciate any other shooter or Early Access game on the market.

Cons: Collision missing on a lot of objects, horrible UI and weapon selection, poor level design, poor optimization (Got from
1000 fps to 60 to lower), subpar graphics.

Others: Assets were taken from the Unity Store or it could be possible that assets were stolen from other games. Pistol has a
model of a USP, sound taken from a CoD4 Desert Eagle.

Generally this game is horrendous and a shock that it costs money to buy. It seems like a game that was made from a Game Jam
or a High School/College project. It's so poorly done and generic in every single way that really makes you question "Why does
this exist?"

I wouldn't have minded it if it had solid gunplay or had some polish but avoid this like the plague!. Took a screenshot of me
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing on some dumb ho and it got flagged and removed. 10\/10. Jk this game is pretty terrible but it's
got\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665so whatever.. Bounced really hard off this.
Was hoping it would be something like Proteus, but this totally failed to engage me.. very bad programmed.. 
https://youtu.be/fqH78-d7zmE

While not a religious person myself if there is a god and they are even a little like the god showed in this game it's pure proof
against intelligence design .

Starting with just the four basic elements start smashing them together to discover new elements. Then take those new elements
and smash them together, repeat this process finding newer and weirder combinations.

If there was a consistent logic to how the combinations were unlocked this could be a reasonable puzzle game, however after the
initial basic ones it all goes off the rails and becomes the the worst part of adventure games: combining stuff inside the
inventory.
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